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Monday, April 25 of 2016

Daily Message of Mary, Rose of Peace, transmitted in the city of Florianópolis, Santa
Catarina, Brazil, to the visionary Friar Elías del Sagrado Corazón

Dear children,

On this day, when your Celestial Mother gathers you to love the Plan of God, I invite
all the young people of this city and of all of Brazil to be the precursors of the Youth
Campaign for Peace. In this way, My dear children, I will be able to draw closer to
many young hearts that are deluded and distanced from God by the influences of My
adversary.

I wish, My children, that in this city the Youth Campaign for Peace be born, and then
spread throughout Brazil and the whole world. Here I find young people with a
potential for loving the Plan of the Creator and accomplishing it for all the young
people of the world, especially for those who live in error, with drugs and in perdition.

As I am your Celestial Mother, I hope that you will accompany Me, My dear young
people, on this mission of taking the Mercy of God to the youngest; for they are the
seedbed of the New Humanity; they are the successors of the first apostles of Christ.
Thus, beloved youths, accompany Me in this sacred task of taking peace to the world
and of bringing an end to wars; in this way, you will build within yourselves a true
fortress, full of the Love of God.

Today I come to Florianópolis to form a new flock, a flock of youths, who through this
impulse, will attract more youths who in this time must find the christic path, the one
they have always sought.

Through your sincere and true offering, dear young people of Florianópolis, you will
make it possible for the most lost hearts to again find a spiritual meaning to their lives.
It is for this reason that your Celestial Mother is summoning you for this Youth
Campaign for Peace, so that in the month of July, you are united with the great spiritual
impulse of Mercy in the jubilation of the Lord.

Dear children, the campaign I am proposing will work on the spiritual, essential and
divine planes of each young person, for they must discover the path offered today by
My Son to all the youth. In this way, you, My children, deciding to carry out My Plans
of Peace, will little by little open the doors of the universe so that the angels of the
Celestial Universe may intercede for all youths.

I would like your consciousnesses and your purity to expand and for you to be at the
service of the Redeemer; in this way, the lives of the lost youth will be redeemed,
because My Son will find apostles determined to follow Him on this mission for good
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and for peace.

On this evening, My Heart will shine upon you like the sun, and your souls will be
touched by My universal Grace; in this way, you will be inspired to build the new
world and will help your Celestial Mother so that the doors of evil will be closed.

My dear young people, today I give you My maternal embrace; I give you My Peace
and My divine Hope.

I thank you for responding to My call!

In union with the spirit of the missionary youth,

Your Mother Mary, Rose of Peace


